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If you’re concerned about missing the boat with cryptocurrency, don’Aren’s not too late…First it
was Bitcoin, a groundbreaking peer-to-peer digital currency.After that came Ethereum, a
revolutionary platform for smart contracts.Now the third generation of coins are making a

splash.Coins concentrating on near quick, near free of charge transactions - with tremendous
make use of potential for both consumers and businesses.One of the coins mentioned here is
growing at an astounding rate of 100% a monthAnother has already received purchase from a

lot of money 500 company and one of the world’s largest technology companies.Add to
Cart"0 you'll discover:How to save 4% on Coinbase transactions - Web page 39A coin which
has received funding from a significant German technology company - Page 15A coin which

enables you to send payments right to someone’In Cryptocurrency: 3.s email address,
Facebook accounts or WhatsApp quantity. This PayPal-like business design could lead to
meteoric price rises once wider adoption occurs - Page 52What you should know about a
popular cryptocurrency “rankings” report - Web page 77A coin which officially holds the
record for most cryptocurrency transactions per second, yet because of poor marketing
efforts, barely anyone is aware of - PascalA coin dubbed “t cryptocurrencies dangerous

though? - Web page 57How to safely store your cryptocurrencies - Web page 47A coin that's
growing at a rate of 100% per month, yet still has area to develop once it really is listed on a
major exchange. This may be your last opportunity to enter before explosive growth - Page

25An beneath the radar coin, still in the ICO stage that could revolutionize a $300 billion/year
industry - Web page 65Which widespread cryptocurrency scam you should 100% avoid -

Web page 83…and much, much more.t sweat - it’the IOTA of China”Like any investment, they
do come with certain risks. Yet, in this book you’In the event that you thought 2017 was a good
yr for crypto, wait until you see what 2018 has waiting for you.ll see multiple methods to lower
your risk, and protect your investments.Click "..So, if you would like your own piece of the pie,
and a chance to participate in the fastest growing market of days gone by twenty years.This
new asset class is making more new millionaires every single day than any other business or

investment opportunity.And neither shows signs of slowing any time soon. to receive your
book instantly!
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Sounded such as a ploy to market iota and raiblocks I haven't read other books but this
publication seemed more intent on selling certain cryptocurrencies as opposed to educating
people about the viability of crypto all together
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